Matrix analysis can provide powerful tools for solving related sequence design problems. For example, we have developed an iterative technique that can compute optimal signature sequence which satisfy additional constraints, such as unimodularity of the components [8] . Related methods can even construct maximum Welch-bound-equality sequences (MWBEs), which is a more challenging problem [21, Ch. 7].
Abstract-We show that the signature sequences set that maximizes the lower bound on symmetric capacity derived in the above paper also maximizes the sum capacity of Gaussian synchronous code-division multiple-access (CDMA) channel. This is done by relying on the equivalence of the eigenvalues of energy-weighted correlation matrices. This result establishes the missing link between the above paper and the sum capacity maximization result by Viswanath et al.
Index Terms-Code-division multiple access (CDMA), signal design, signature sequences, sum capacity, symmetric capacity.
Consider a discrete-time single-cell synchronous Code-division multiple access (CDMA) Gaussian channel with K users and processing gain N as in [1] - [3] . Let the average input power constraint on the transmit symbols of user i = 1; . . . ; K be denoted by pi and D = diagfp 1 ; . . . ; p K g. We assume that additive zero mean, 2 variance, Gaussian white noise, which is independent of the transmitted symbols, is corrupting the transmission. Let the signature sequence of The symmetric capacity of the analyzed channel in bits per chip is defined as in [2] , [3] C sym (S; D; N; 2 Authors of [2] addressed the L-out-of-K (LOOK) multiple-access model, where at most L users out of possible K are simultaneously active. By assuming that the set of active users is not known a priori to both the transmitters and the receiver, the authors of [2] tried to find the signature sequences set that maximizes the user capacity for any such possible set of active users. If L = K, this amounts to the maximization of the symmetric capacity. As opposed to the LOOK model, [3] addresses the special case when all K out of K users are active and shows that the generalized Welch-bound-equality sequence set maximizes the sum capacity of that model. Both results rely on the majorization properties of eigenvalues of the energy-weighted correlation matrices.
We first review the lower bound on the symmetric capacity proved in 
Proposition 1:
The signature sequences set, which is predicted in Theorem 4 of [2] , that maximizes a lower bound on symmetric capacity is equivalent to the signature sequences set that maximizes the sum capacity of Theorem 3.1 in [3] .
Proof: We first note that the parameterñ, which is defined in Theorem 4 of [2] , as (adjusted to our own notation for received powers) n = arg min n2fK0N +1;...;Kg where (n max + 1) is chosen to be a sufficiently large number such that (nmax) < (nmax + 1). Now, we are left to show that
does indeed have at most one minimum. This can be demonstrated by
) (n + 2) 0 (n + 1) > 0 (10) from which it easily follows that function (n) has no more than one minimum. Furthermore, (5) is equivalent to (11) at the top of the page, which is equivalent to (4) . To confirm that sequences in both papers are equivalent, we note that the sequences in both cases are chosen such that rank N matrix 2 .
As shown in [1] , if all users have the same power constraints, the above bound becomes tight for sequences that maximize the sum capacity of the K-user system.
